Customer Case Study Medical

Facts
Challenge
Economic production of
patient specific restorations
made of a high-performance
alloy.
Solution
Manufacturing of fully
dense restorations without
porosity by using an
EOSINT M 270.
Results
• Economic: fast and costefficient manufacturing
• Precise: provided accuracy
of the units is +/- 20 microns
• High-class: restorations are
durable, capable and have a
consistently good quality

Thin cross-sections of alloy powder are sequentially melted by a laser driven by this geometry,
automatically building complete 3D restorations with structural fixtures not yet snapped off (Source: EOS GmbH).

BEGO USA Decides for EOS Technology to Bite Big
into Changing U.S. Dental Restoration Market

Additive manufacturing is disrupting
traditional industrial technology
The fine art of dental restoration rescues damaged teeth at every level of repair, from simple fillings
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done in the mouth to crowns, bridgework and implants that are manufactured via multiple processes
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Wirobond C+ threeunit bridge manufactured by BEGO USA
using their EOS
additive manufacturing system. Support
anatomy, precise
marginal integrity and
smooth surfaces are
produced consistently
from every STL file
(Source: BEGO USA).
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EOS systems are able to manufacture
medical devices. However, EOS cannot
offer any guarantee that these devices
meet all requirements.
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